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ComplexityComplexity

of physics physics 
of detectorsdetectors

of the environmentenvironment where they operate 
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CMS

ATLAS

LHCb

CMS

ALICE

Storage
Raw recording rate 0.1–1 GByte/s
Accumulating at 5-8 PBytes/year

0.1–1 GByte/s
StorageStorage
Raw recording rate
Accumulating at 5-8 PBytes/year

Processing
200,000 of today’s fastest PCs200,000 

ProcessingProcessing
of today’s fastest PCs
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Physics 
from the eV to the PeV scale

Models of detectors,  
spacecrafts and environments

 

UKDM, 
Boulby Mine

…to space

satellitesCourtesy of ESA

ISSISS

Courtesy SOHO EIT 

Solar system 
explorations

Variety of requirements from diverse applications

Borexino

Dark matter and 
ν experiments

From deep 
underground…

For such experiments simulation is often mission criticalmission critical
Require reliability, rigorous software engineering standards
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GlobalisationGlobalisation

SharingSharing requirementsrequirements and and functionalitiesfunctionalities
across diverse fieldsacross diverse fields

scientific…
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Courtesy of  ESTEC / TOS-EMA

XMM-Newton

Recent interest on LowE physics models from 
LHC for precision detector simulation
They profit of the fact that the code 

- does already exist
- has been extensively tested and 

experimentally validated by other 
groups

Hadron therapy, 
INFN Torino

Boulby mine 
Dark Matter
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…in a fast changing computing environment …in a fast changing computing environment 
WWWStart SPS 

1976
W and Z observed 

1983
Start LEP 

1989

WWW

End LEP 
2000

…and don’t forget changes of requirements!…and don’t forget changes of requirements!

hardware, software, OShardware, software, OS

we must anticipate changesanticipate changesEvolution towards greater diversity
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The responseThe response

Rigorous software engineering Rigorous software engineering 

OO technologyOO technology

Transparency Transparency 

CollaborationCollaboration
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ToolkitToolkit

A toolkit is a set of compatible componentscomponents
each component is specialisedspecialised for a specific functionality
each component can be refinedrefined independently to great detail
components can be integratedintegrated at any degree of complexity
it is easy to provide (and use) alternativealternative components
the user application can be customisedcustomised as needed
maintenancemaintenance and evolutionevolution - both of the components and 
of the user application - is greatly facilitated 

Openness to extensionextension and evolutionevolution
thanks to polpolyymormorphphismism and dynamic binding,dynamic binding, new implementations can be 
added without changing the existing code

Robustness, transparency, ease of maintenancemaintenance
thanks to encapsulationencapsulation, objects have crisp boundaries
coupling is minimised through defined protocolsprotocols and dependenciesdependencies

OO technologyOO technologyStrategic vision
(Geant4, AIDA, Anaphe…)
Strategic visionStrategic vision
(Geant4, AIDA, (Geant4, AIDA, AnapheAnaphe…)…)
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PhysicsPhysics
From the Minutes of LCB (LHCC Computing Board) meeting on 21 October, 1997: 

“It was noted that experiments have requirements for 
independent, alternative physics models. In Geant4 
these models, differently from the concept of packages, 
allow the user to understand how the results are 
produced, and hence improve the physics validation. 
Geant4 is developed with a modular architecture and is 
the ideal framework where existing components are 
integrated and new models continue to be developed.”
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Domain 
decomposition 

hierarchical 
structure of sub-

domains

ArchitectureArchitecture

Uni-directional flow 
of dependencies

Interface to 
external 
products w/o 
dependencies

User Requirements • formally collected
• systematically updated

• commercial tools
• code inspections
• automatic checks of coding guidelines
• testing procedures at unit and integration level
• dedicated testing team

Quality Assurance

Object Oriented methods • OOAD
• use of CASE tools

• openness to extension and evolution
• contribute to the transparency of physics
• interface to external software w/o dependencies

Use of Standards • de jure and de facto

Software Process
• monitored following the ISO 15504 model 
• regular assessments and improvements: SPI process

• spiral iterative approach

Software EngineeringSoftware Engineering
plays a fundamental role in Geant4plays a fundamental role in Geant4
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run, event and track management
tracking
geometry and materials
detector response
PDG-compliant particle management
user interface 
visualisation
persistency
physics processes

Code and documentation publicly distributed from web

1st production release: end 1998
- 2 new releases/year since then

Developed and maintained by an international collaboration of 
physicists and computer scientists
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Detailed detector description and efficient navigation
GeometryGeometry

CSGCSG (Constructed Solid Geometries)
- simple solids

BREPSBREPS (Boundary REPresented Solids)
- volumes defined by boundary surfaces
- polyhedra, cylinders, cones, toroids etc.

Boolean solidsBoolean solids
-- union, subtraction…

Multiple representationsMultiple representations
Same abstract interface

CMS         (courtesy of IGUANA team)

CAD exchange: ISO STEP interface

Fields: variable non-uniformity and 
differentiability
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physics
OOD: implement or modify any physics process w/o 
changing other parts of the software

open to extension and evolutionopen to extension and evolution

TrackingTracking independent from physics
Final stateFinal state independent from cross sections

Complementary/alternative physics modelsphysics models
Use of public evaluated databasesevaluated databases

Stopping π

MeV

Hadronic
data-driven
parameterised 
theoretical 

models

Electromagnetic
Multiple scattering 
Bremsstrahlung
Ionisation
Annihilation
Photoelectric effect 
Compton scattering 
Rayleigh effect
γ conversion
e+e- pair production
Synchrotron radiation
Transition radiation
Cherenkov
Refraction
Reflection
Absorption
Scintillation
Fluorescence
Auger
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Geant4 and NIST
within 1%

Extensive validation tests
No time to show results!
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BaBar
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T9 beam line CMS µ  system

• OSCAR- CMSIM
H→ττ→µ in all CMS

Track length

In HEP 
experiments at 

accelerators
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GLAST

UK Dark Matter

LISA

Bepi
Colombo

ESA mission to Mercury

spectrum from a 
Mars-simulant 

Courtesy of ESA Astrophysics

In astroparticle experiments
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AIDAAIDA - Abstract Interfaces for Data Analysis
“The goals of the AIDA project are to define abstract interfaces for common 
physics analysis objects, such as histograms, ntuples, vectors, fitters etc.

User Code uses only Interface classes

- pure abstract (à la Java) interfaces

Actual implementations are 
selected at run-time

loading of shared libraries

No change at all to user code 

but keep freedom to choose     
implementation

Fitter-IF

Fitter-
Impl. Y

Fitter-
Impl. XHisto-

Impl. 2

HistoHisto-
Impl. 1

Histo-IF

User Code

AnapheAnaphe/Lizard/Lizard (C++)(C++)
http://cern.ch/anaphe Open ScientistOpen Scientist (C++)(C++)

http://www.lal.in2p3.fr/OpenScientist

JASJAS (Java)(Java)
http://jas.freehep.org/
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AnapheAnaphe
Analysis for physics experiments
Modular replacement of CERNLIB functionality
Basic functionalities (histograms, fitting, etc.) available 

 as individual C++ class libraries
Insulate componentscomponents through Abstract Interfaces

Lizard
Interactive Commands

Histograms
NTuples
Fitting
Plotting
VectorOfPoints
Functions
Analyzer

Abstract types

HTL
Tags (HepODBMS)
Gemini/HepFitting
Qplotter
VectorOfPoints

CLHEP
Class Libraries for 

HEP

Implementations (HEP-specific)

non-HEP componentsAIDA
(Abstract 

Interfaces for 
Data Analysis)

Python / SWIG

Objectivity/DB | HBook
NAG-C            | Minuit
Qt (free edition)

alternative 
implementations

scripting
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GlobalisationGlobalisation

SharingSharing resourcesresources across the worldacross the world
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The The GRIDGRID visionvision

Knowledge

Instruments

Complex problem

“Eventually, users will be unaware 
they are using any computer but the 

one on their desk, because it will 
have the capabilities to reach out 
across the (inter-)national network 
and obtain whatever computational 

resources are necessary”
(Larry Smarr and Charles Catlett,  1992)

1010 GGRIDRID--connected sitesconnected sites with about 210 CPUs210 CPUs
On-going simulation tasks: ATLAS (Data Challenges), 
theoretical physics at NORDITA

NorduGridNorduGrid is a GRID research projecta GRID research project which provides a fully operational a fully operational GRID system GRID system 

Computing resources

Data
People
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June 2002

http://www.cerncourier.com

Technology transfer

Particle physics software Particle physics software 
aids space and medicineaids space and medicine

“Geant4 is a showcase example of 
technology transfer 

from particle physics to other 
fields such as space and 

medical science”
Medical applications of Geant4:

radiotherapy
metabolic therapy
design of accelerators
radiodiagnostics (PET)
etc.
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Conclusions
Complexity of physics, detectors, environments

A rapidly changing computing environment
Similar requirements across diverse fields (HEP, astrophysics, medicine…)

- rigorous approach to software engineering
- OO technology
- collaboration to share resources

The response:The response:

Achieve:Achieve:

Adopted by:Adopted by:

- openness to extension and evolution
- maintainability over an extended time scale
- transparency 

- Geant4 (simulation)
- AIDA + Anaphe (analysis tools)
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